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MARIETTA BRINGS TWO CREWS TO RACE ROLLINS
Friday's Race Science Open House Reveals Rice's "Adding Gypsy Fiesta Fervor Grips
Will be Final Amazing, Exciting Displays Machine" to be
Notice
Seen Next Week Rollins and Nearby Towns
Florida Contest
Marietta Jayvees', Varsity
Look Good in Practice
Workouts on Maitland

Tryouts for "What a Life!",
final production of the Rollins
Student Players' 1939-40 season, will be held in the Laboratory Theatre, Thursday, May
2, at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. As
this is the commencement play,
Seniors are especially urged to
try-out for this, their last production. Copies of the play are
at the Library.

Trick Chemical D e m o n s t r a t i o n
P r o v e s Popular; E a c h D e partment H a s Exhibit

Multitude of Unique Sets
Which Are Required Has
Stage Manager Worried

Marion Rous Gives
Program for Dyer
Memorial Benefit

organ vespers

Wednesday, April 17th
By NAT FELDER
Myrtle Curry will be presentThe Knowles Hall Science D(
ed as guest soloist by Herman
partment entertained the publ:
Siewert at Organ Vespers towith amazing and exciting disnight at 7:30.
plays last Friday afternoon and
The regular organ numbers
evening. Among those, amounting
F o r m e r Conservatory Member will include:
to approximately one thousand all
By TED PITMAN
Borowski
told, who visited the "science open
P l a y s Wide V a r i e t y of S e - Andante Maesposo
From the cold northland came
Sunshine and Shadow
Gale
house", were included, besides collections for P i a n o
*'The Adding Machine", the
Marietta CoUege from Marietta,
April
Gaul
lege students and faculty, high Freshman Players' final production
Ohio, last Saturday, to prepare for
Forest
Murmurs
Wagner
school students, teachers, and the of the year, is approaching its last
the bi-annual crew race with RolII est Dous, il est bon (from HeBy DAPHNE TAKACH
general public
week of rehearsals with the fear
lins which will be rowed on the
rodiade
Nassenet
Miss Marion Rous, distinguished
Perhaps the most interesting part and apprehension of every play in
Lake Maitland course this Friday
(Miss Myrtle Curry, soloist)
of the "open house" was the presen- the same stage of completeness. El- pianist, speaker and former memat four.
Flight of the Bumblebee
tation
of
the
trick
chemical
display;
Program of Music and Poetry
mer Rice's impressionistic play will ber of the Rollins Conservatory facRinsky-Korsakow
Marietta is Rollins' oldest interin the chemistry lecture room.
be given April 25 and 26 in the ulty, was presented in an inter- Berceuse & finale (from The
Of Susan Dyer is Given
collegiate crew competitor, havingWalter Dandliker boldly opened Laboratory Theatre. Twenty-five
Firebird)
Strawinski
started their friendly rivalry in
esting
program
at
the
Annie
Rusthe program by introducing the cents will be charged for admis1934 in Ohio, where the Yanks beat
The Dyer Memorial Building was first student lecturer. This stu- sion, the proceeds of which will go sell Theatre on Saturday night for Canyon Walls (from Mountain
Sketches)
_^_ Clokey
the Floridians quite handily as they dedicated by Dr. Hamilton Holt to dent seems to have traveled far as
the benefit of the Susan Dyer Meto the Student Refugee Fund.
in the two following years. It music and poetry in memory of Su- a man of science. It was Billy
Stage Manager Joanne Oak, di- morial.
n't until Marietta came to Win- san Dyer, poet and musician, Sun- Justice who appeared before the
Miss Rous called her program
ter Park in 1938 that Rollins' turn day afternoon, April 14. The ser- inquisitive and humble audience of rector Jack Buckwalter, and a good
for victory came. Last year the vice, which was a beautiful com- that lecture room. Justice related many of the cast have been tearing "Music Manifold" and included
s were disqualified in the Dad bination of the two arts, was held in a humorous manner his travels their hair and chewing their finger- comments on various phases and
Vail race, and so again Marietta inside the Dyer building, and there into the dark interior of Africa. He nails trying to round up sets for the functions of music in modem life.
seven scenes, which range from an She opened her program with Peter
was credited with a victory over the was an amplifying system for thi
explained how he saw the chief of
office-building to the Elysian fields. Cornelius' "A Wondrous Tone," or- Fraternities and Sororities to
Tars.
who remained outside. It was
a certain tribe making ink and exMost
of the sets will be as impres- iginally a song in which the voice
Compete Different Days ^
his year Coach MacDonald has perfect setting for this program pounded the same strange scientific
sionistic as "The Adding Machine" displays, on one tone, an infinite
the distinction of bringing the first composed of the collection of
phenomenon with his own chemiitself.
Bud Waddell and Dudley variety of expression and color. Her
two boat crew squad into the South pressions and reactions recorded by cals.
second
selection
added
a
touch
of
Darling, in charge of the lighting
The annual campus sing will be
land. Both MacDonald's varsity Susan Dyer after years of travel
humor, as she explained that in the
Next on the program w
that
and jayvee boats are two of the best and it made the little building come stupendous Paul Haley who was as- have another hard job; they have absence of the flautist, Mr. Victor held May 15 and 17. The competilooking crews to appear on ou; alive at last; for up until now it sisted by Con Carey. Paul did the to figure out arrangements for Just, she would accompany at the tion for women will be held Wedwaters this year, and that is saying has meant something to few, other talking and Con didn't say anything lighting a court of justice, a grave- piano his recording of Guck's "From nesday, May 15, at 7:30 p. m.
yard, "a pleasant place", and the
something whon we look back an( than the college music students.
the Elysian Fields." Liszt's tran- the competition for men, Friday,
— believe it or not. His experi- rest of the far-ranging sets.
remember the smooth-stroking Ta
scription of the Bach A minor Orment was making red stuff from
The program was as follows:
Even if there were no acting, the gan Prelude and Fugue and Liszt's May 17, at 7:30 p . m .
bor utfit.
1. Poems — Two Sonnets — water and then red stuff again
Each organization entering the
The MacDonaldmen are confident read by Helen A. Dick.
and water from that red stuff and freshmen would derive a great deal tone poem for the piano, "Saint
of
experience
from
this
play
as
the
f victory as they have brought
Prancts' Sermon to the Birds" con- contest will sing two songs. If th(
2. "Kamakura — read by Jessie finally milk from water. It sounds
two veteran crews led by Captain Rittenhous Scollard, sung by Jean complicated, but the story he told technicalities in make-up, sets, cluded the first half of her pro- organization is a fraternity or j
rin at number two in the senior Knowlton, Christine Baldwin, ac- while performing it solved every- lighting, and costuming, are so gram. She displayed her excellent sorority, it is preferable that ont
boat. Both these boats boast a companist.
thing. He said that at the begin- varied and difficult. A small num- technique and true musicianship in of the songs be a fraternity or sor
ber of upper classmen has been subweight advantage over their Floride numbers, but we particularly ority song of the respective organ
3. Dedication — President Ham- ning of time men began to drink
rivals, and they also top them ilton Holt.
water, then discovered and drank sidized by th director to lend exper- enjoyed the precision and rhythmic ization. The other song is entire
ience, advice and, assistance to the feeling of the Bach.
ly optional.
:hc average in height,
wine
(red
stuff),
and
then
water
4. Florida Night Song — Dante
first year students who have taken
n Monday afternoon, Coach
If an organization so desires, it
Bergonzi, Jessie Pedrick Baker, ac- after the church interfered, and
In the second part of her pros in this play. Among these
MacDonald sent his charges over
then wine again, and then water
may entei' a separate "singing
companist.
gram,
the
brilliant
and
difficult
Robin Rae who is playing the
mile course in their first
5. Magnolias — Poem — read when prohibition came, and then difficut leading role, Mr. Zero, who Dohnanyi "Rhapsody in G minor" team" for each of its two songs,
eecher" and the varsity were
by Jessie Rittenhouse Scollard, sung drank milk when they came to Rol- killed his boss, was electrocuted, was followed by the gay Brahms One team must be not less than a
hard pressed to keep ahead of their
and joined the MOO MOO
by Jean Knowlton, Christine Baldwent to the Elysian fields, but was "Capriccio." Before playing the trio; the other must be more than
id mates. The unofficial time,
CLUB.
accompanist.
sent back to earth because he "Sarcasme in Double Tonality" by a quartet.
, was good considering the head
Jack
Liberman was the third I
Entries for the women's contest
Zamboango — read by Jessie
couldn't understand that life was the contemporary Russian comwind that the two crews had all the
turer to perform. Jack tried to meant to be enjoyed; Dudley Dar^ poser, Progofieff, Miss Rous sug- must be filed by May 15; for the
Rittenhouse
Scollard,
sung
by
Jean
way.
iw a spurting fountain in an in- ling who is assisting with the light- gested that the selection would men's contest by May 17. These
played by Marion Rous.
Friday's race will be the final
ted flask, but it didn't work ing effects; and Dick Verigan, thi sound more sarcastic if we realized entries may be filed with either
Walk With Me Lord — sung
race of this year's season in Florida by John Powell, Emily Sellers He didn't help things any by saythat the right hand was written in Dick Cerra, chairman of the Sing
property manager.
the jayvees will end their season Dougherty,, accompanist.
the key of three sharps and the left Committee, or with Dick Wesson,
ing that he was from Brooklyn, anc
Aside from the production wor in five flats. In contrast to the chairman of the Independents.
and the varsity journeys to New
. Ain't It A Sin to Steal on that his next experiment had orries which accompany every show, "biting sarcasm" of the Prokofieff,
York and Springfield, Mass., for
The contest will be judged by
day — Dante Bergonzi, Jessie iginated there. He should have
their final races.
aid the Bronx. Jack had a beaker and which always are ironed out, she played the melodious "Andante >.three people: one from the ConPedrick Baker, accompanist.
there is fear that the audiences will Spianato" by Chopin. "We Live! servatory, and the other two from
Brad Shifts Crews Slightly
Osceola Rollins Song — sung full of black ink which he covered
not understand the play. Because But Once" by Strauss-Tausig com- | the Staff.
Last week Brad thought that he by the Rollins Choir.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 7)
of the absymal intelligence of au- pleted the program, and for an
would try to add more weight and
Any additional feature singing or
diences in general and at Rollins in encore Miss Rous added one of her'
?r to his varsity boat, but both
entertainment which a group wishes
particular, the "Adding Machine" favorite teaching pieces when she
the boats seemed to have difficulto present on one of the occasions
runs the risk of being thought a was at Rollins, the "Song of the
as a result and as there was
will be greatly appreciated if such
comedy. True, in parts of some Lark" by Tschaikowsky.
only a week before the Marietta
Miss I is preplanned with the Sing Comscenes it has a superficial resem- Rous conveyed her exceptional unrace and as the flyweight jayvee;
mittee. Such additional entertainblance to a farce; the party in Zethat he had made looked as though
Last night the Rollins Student cent was flawless, and she handled ro's house is terrifying in its pic- derstanding of music as "The most ment will not be considered in the
they might upset the varsity's a
judging of the competitive singing.
Players' fourth production of the herself with calculated cleverness. turization of the horrible barren- delightful of all miracles."
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
She managed to hold the play up ness in the life of certain types of
season hit the boards of the Annie
Russell Theatre with what we can almost alone: certainly she received people, but some of the actors feel
only regretfully describe as a dull little help from the author and not that it will bring down the house
thud. "Sun-Up" by Lula Vollmer much from her fellow actors. Per- with laughter. Scenes in heaven
is historically important as the first haps the best work in the minor are humorous on the surface, but
of a series of "folk" plays that will parts was done by Miss Charlotte they show how to live, how to break
Rollins Family Saddened By reach from here to dooms-day if Stout, who in the first act played conventions in a gay, carefree, and
the Carolina Playmakers have their a vixenish mountain girl with great harmless way. Even if the audiLoss of Men's Counselor
By BUD WADDELL
very well played — its last note
vivacity and a reasonably secure ac- ences pull a surprise by understandway.
he Annie Russell Theatre was was greeted by a fine burst of apIt suffers, as the pioneer always cent; she was less adept in the ing the play, you can rest assured the scene Sunday evening, April plause. This first section of the
The Rollins Family stood still
other
scenes
where
the
author's
saddened silence for a few minutes must, by comparison with folk
that there will still be some people 14, of the Senior Recital of Ely program was concluded with BeetThursday morning as William H. plays that have come after it. What handicap would have been too much who will laugh in the wrong places. Haimowitz, pianist. Presenting a hoven's Sonata, Op. 78, in F sharp
Cook, well-known to more than fif- was once so new is now bromidic. forfor any living actress.
Let's hope they won't influence the program of Scarlatti, Bach, Beetho- major. Despite a bit of uncertainMr. Carrow Tolson, whose name rest too much, as this is a hard play
teen classes of Rollins students as Motivation is almost non-existent:
ven, Chopin, and Scriabin, this bril- ty in the first movement, the num"Pappa" Cook, passed away after melodrama and folk lore mix to incidentally was omitted from the to put on, and a dangerous one as liant and talented young artist not ber was, as a whole, quite maturely
produce a stupid "star" play which program, did a good job in the role far as audience reactions are con>n illness of two weeks.
lly charmed but thrilled an audi- interpreted and executed.
At 83, he was one of the best- has, startlingly to Aristotle, a two- of the son. He looked the part, cer- cerned.
ce that filled the theatre nearly
Following a snort intermission,
known and most popular members act beginning, no middle, and two tainly: he is healthy and handsome.
to capacity.
Mr. Haimowitz reappeared to pree
have
been
a
few
minor
But his accent varied from speech
of the College staff, and during his ends.
changes in the cast as first anOpening his program with three sent two Chopin Etudes; both were
to
speech:
for
example,
he
gave
, is almost two decades since the
thirteen years of service to Rollins
nounced. Peggy Conklin has found Scarlatti Sonatas, Mr. Haimowitz well done, but both failed to create
had been kno^vn and loved by stu- play made a star or two, and "folk" three distinct pronunciations of the
that she won't be able to take the played the light D major, the B any sort of a lasting impression on
dents, faculty and alumni. He came playwrights now know better how word "poor". Mr. Jess Gregg, in
part of Mrs. Zero, so Grace Rayor and the B Flat Major; of the us. In this group, he also presentmore
crepe
hair
than
an
actor
to Rollins in 1914 as counselor of
lix the grotesque and the intenmond, who is a capable actress her- three, we appreciated the B Minor ed two Etudes by Scriabin. Here in
Chase Hall where he stayed for tionally humorous. If we are not should use for a role less than King
self, is playing the part. Jim Lease Sonata the most. It being, in our our opinion, he reached that certain
Lear,
spoke
with
an
accent
which
ttree years. After Y.M.C.A. work mistaken, the season which saw the
d Phil Blitz have been forced to opinion, not only well-felt but al- indescribable high standard,of perUI the War and several years in first performances of "Sun-Up" was hardly North Carolina's but
drop their minor parts because of a most flawlessly executed. Following formance which characterized the
Boston, he returned to Rollins in also produced "The Fool": the early was at least consistent. Mr. Clyde
baseball trip; Jack Liberman will a very generous bit of applause, rest of the program and had hereJones,
as
The
Preacher,
was
adept
1930 as Resident Head of Rollins 1920's have a powerful and dreadthen presented two organ chor- tofore been lacking. The first
,s much as we could see of him: take one of the character, while the
Ball.
ful hold on the Rollins Student
will be played by Boyd ale-preludes by Bach and tran- Etude, Op. 8, No. 7, in B flat minor
lighting during his scene conFuneral services were held in the Players.
France.
scribed
for piano by Busoni. The was wonderfully executed and incentrated on his hands and feet,
In the central role of Widow CaFrances Chapel of the Knowles Mefirst, "Now Comes the Gentiles* terpreted while the second was
accent was excellent, but he ape, Miss Caroline Sandlin was ex- peared only briefly. As The Stranoiorial Chapel Saturday afternoon
Savior,"
did not strike a respon- nearly as good. Concluding his
Phi Delts Initiate Two
llent. Her portrayal owed noth- ger, Mr. Jack Liberman added a deat 2 o'clock. Dean E. C. Nance of
chord on our strings of musi- program, he then played the Chotlie Chapel officiated and was as- ing to Lucille La Verne's tradition. lightful soupcon of Brooklynese to
cal appreciation, merely becaqse we pin Nocturne, Op. 72 (poshumous)
Florida Beta Chapter of Phi Delsisted by the Commander and Chap- Handicapped by her slighter sta- the philological excitement: his
do not think that it is at all adapt- in E Minor. Following a raucous
lin of the Sigma Nu Fraternity, ture. Miss Sandlin yet lost little of acting was, however, competent, ta Theta fraternity announces the able for piano. The second, "In Scriabin Etude, this bit of Chopin
of which "Pappa" Cook was a memforce of the role and produced and his entrances and exits were formal initiation of William House Thee Is Joy," did however create a was particularly lovely. And finand Ninian Bond on Monday eve- much more favorable impression;
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
*>er. Members of the fraternity al- independent yet impressive figure
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 7)
ning, April 8.
so acted as honorary pallbearers.
of the indomitable widow. Her ac-

Brad Shifts Men From
One Boat to Other

Changes are Made in
Several Characters

Prexy Dedicates Dyer
Memorial Building

Campus Sing Will Be
Held May 15 and 17

Sandspur Prints SteeVs Review of^^Sun Up";
Condensed Version Brings Campus Crisis

"Pappa" Cook Passes
Away After Illness

Ely Haimowitz is Brilliant Success in First
Senior Recital of Season Sunday Evening

Chicken Dinner, On W a y t o
B e c o m i n g Classic, A g a i n I s
F e a t u r e d in C o m m o n s

Grammar School Glee
Club to Sing at Four
Fire-Diving, Canoe Races, and
Canoe-Tilting Are Day's
Water Attractions
The Fiesta Fever . . . that strange
st)ring madness that seizes Winter
Park, Orlando and the Rollins
Campus eveyr spring with an outburst of colorful pageantry, has
once again made its appearance and
to all impartial observers it looks
as though the Gypsy Fiesta, which
will be held here this Friday, April
19, will be absolutely epochal and
colossal in its grandeur.
Local merchants have already donated over 250 chickens, 400 pounds
of potatoes, 260 pounds of peas, 2,000 rolls and other trimmings, for
the annual Chicken Dinner sponsored by the Rollins Women's Association. Held yearly in the College dining hall, this chicken dinner is by way of becoming a local
classic.
In addition to the many attractions already enumerated, reports
continue to pour in of new entertainment features. The Winter
Park Elementary School Glee Club
of 50 boys will sing at the Tea Garden in the beautiful new Strong
Hall patio at four o'clock, and will
also entertain on the Midway later.
Main attraction at the Strong HaU
Tea Garden will be the exhibition
and sale of local artists' work.
Flash! — Two cars will be auctioned at the Fiesta. A four-door
Buick sedan, reconditioned and in
perfect condition will be the bighpoint of the auction.
Fleetwood Peeples, Director of
Aquatic Sports at Rollins, has announced a continuation of the traditional fire-diving in the evening
by four Rollins students, with canoe races and canoe-tilting to fill
in. There will be an "Avenue of
Nations", a fashion show, several
comic one-act plays and variety performances, as well as a sho'nuff old
fashioned minstrel show, complete
with black-faced end men and specialty numbers.
The Science Department will conduct several "Magic Science" shows,
and there will be boat rides, games
of skill, dancing exhibitions, fencing matches, etc. Winter Park and
Orlando merchants have also donated many prizes, which will be
awarded the holders of lucky tickTickets for the prizes will be
given with each dollar purchase of
Fiesta coupons, good for entrance
participation in any attraction.
The whole affair will get off to
flying start with an impressive
street parade. There is no charge
of admission for the Midway, which
will open in the early afternoon.

Memorial Service Is
Held For Dr. Burton
Friends, Colleagues Take Part
in Chapel Program
A simple and brief
memory of the late Dr. Richard
Burton, was held at ten o'clock this
morning in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel at Rollins College with several of the famous author's friends,
students, and colleagues from the
fields of education and literature
participating.
Among the speakers were Dr.
John Palmer Gavit, Jessie B, Rittenhouse, Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee,
Irving Bacheller, Dr. J. S. Young,
Ray Stannard Baker, Dr. Edwin Os1 Grover, Helen Darling, and
Matthew Ely. President Hamilton
Holt will preside.
Also taking part in the program
ere Betty Tomlinson, who read
from the Scriptures, John H. Buckwaiter, who gave the Invocation,
n E. C. Nance, who pronounced
the Benediction, Organist Herman
F. Siewert and the Rollins Chapel
Choir.
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Camera

COMMENTS on
Today's NEWS

Sandspur Prints
Steel's Review
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)

By JACK LIBERMAN
Distributor of
The beginning of September saw either shrewdly acted or well diIf she went to G'ville on a Kappa
the official declaration of war be- rected.
Sig bid for houseparties this weektween Germany and the Allies.
From the point of view of this '
• Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press Association
end . . . she could be most any RolEngland and France. However, de- part of the audience, the best thing*
lins
gal, but, fact is, she's Susan
spite the fact these countries were about the production (except Miss '
TELEPHONE 187
Terry . . . if they're both blonde and
at war, very little fighting, com- Sandlin) was the set, and the worst
equally attractive, not to mention
pared with the first World War. thing, the lighting. The widow's '
National Advertising Service, Ina
versatile, they could be either Vicky
took place, until Finland was in-cabin was beautifully and solidly I
College Publishers Representative
Morgan and Jack Harris or Al
vaded by the Russian hordes and designed by Mr. Allen, who blended !
Swann and Lynn Leonard . . . but
forced to submit to a brutal peace, rust, red and grey. The clothes '
they are Ken Scudder and Irma
after one of the finest stands in were good (pastels and dark grey *
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the United States $1.50 a
, {12weeks), $2.5
Achenbach . . . If she swings a mean
r two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
all history, but even then the major and red), well designed and well
German song, she could be a Frau,
belligerents were not actually in- blended, except for the costume *
the post office ;
but instead she's Elizabeth Kenvolved. However, during the last worn by Mr. John Sharp as the >
nedy . . . and if it's extra curly, it's
week there has been actual warfare idiot boy: in his brilliant red patch- ^
EDITORIAL STAFF
not a French poodle, but the three
between the major powers. Fate es, he was more like a Benois peas- ^
J O H N H , BUCKWALTER^ I I I
Editor new permanents belonging to the
plays a strange role in events, for ant from "Petrouchka" than a Car- J
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Eiilor Chi O's . . . If she's looking perin this case the battlefield is not olina mountaineer.
i'
J E F F E R S O N KENNEDY^ J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforls
Editors petually amazed, it's not Edna May
in France or Germany, but off the
As for the lighting, we think }
JANET JONES
Feature Editor Oliver, it Marge Chindahl raising
coast of Norway and in Norway
that Mr. Richard Verigan should *
NORINE FARR
Cofy Editor her eye-brows .-. . and if, when she
itself. The facts are very hazy, for
be boiled in oil. Only a part of H
A L D I N E BAKER, BETTY DE GIERS
^
Society
Editors sees a pack of Philip Morris, she
in every report there are two verthe left-hand corner of the stage :'
T o y S K I N N E R , GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts says, "O, I see you smoke m;
sions to each battle. This we do
was sufficiently lighted to show f> ^
A L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines brand!" she's no relation to thi
know, Germany invaded two peacecial expression. From where
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Proof
Editors makers, she's Betty Hall . . . I
ful nations, pretending to protect
sat only tho wildest gestures \\
NEWS REPORTERS
she looks like Betty Knowlton, she
them from the Allies. Copenhagen,
Frank Bowes, Betty Carson, Wesley Davis, Norine Farr, Nat Felder, Nor
visible in the center of the st;i., .
I P YOU'RE AN AVEI^GE COa£GE
wick Goodspeed. Betty HaU, Paul Haley, Dick Kelly, Alden Mancheste- must be Daphne Banks . . . and if
capital of Denmark was occupied
Robert Matthews, Prances IMontgomery, 'Lynn "'
' "^
'^ ^~^.-..
Any one who was fool enough lo
OgilVH Pappy Daunis is standing back for
iCO-ED VOU JPBJD 1176 HCXJRS
Naught,
by
the
Nazis,
as
well
as
Oslo,
NorLaura Ripley, Ruth Schoen:
wander any distance to the rijjlit
^ <)R 4 9 DAYS BEFORE A MiRROR
a brunet, he must be M. K. Harmon
, Bud Waddell.
way's capital, and other Norwegian
FEATURE WRITERS
was present only as a disomboiiii -1
tXJRiNG YOUR 4 COLI£GE YBXRS/
cities on the Atlantic coast. Now
Je.^s Gregg, She ' Gregg, Jean Holden, Peggy Hudgings, Jack Liberman, who is squiring Ann Kruse about
voice. Miss Sandlin made a hv.-.
1 AND IF >OU'RH AN AVER/^E COL-'
Sara McCasslin,
. . . If she's actually looking for s
tho British have finally decided to
tiful Rembrandt when she kcjit
needle in a haystack, it's not an old • L£GE/VWN VOU NOW KAX)W"mE
oppose Hitler and they have
;il Butt, Robe:
Robin Rae, Alfred Rooseher chair on the left-hand side, i
REASON PDR-mOSE "lX)NiG miTS*.
phrase come to life, it's Dotty Bryn.
most of their home fleet to Nor
she had to move occasionally. Evon i
misplacing her knittin' equipment
in an attempt to force the Germans
Shirley Bi
the traditionally celebrated "busi- .i
again . . . And if her face almost
to
leave
Norway
and
possibly
plan
BUSINESS STAFF
ness", dropping the corncob pipe, ii
reaches
to
her
toes,
it
must
be
Mary
to destroy the Nazi fleet. Just how
..Business
Managei
J O H N GIANTONIO
was invisible to many of the audi- i
Ann Wilson, who has lost her diathat is succeeding is impossible to
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner mond ring . . . If she makes two Or
ence.
^
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manager three dates for one evening . . . and
An astronomy open house will say, since both sides have clai
There were a lot of first-night H
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation
Manager for the same party . . . she's not a
be held Monday evening, April enormous victories. What wc
know
is
that
the
loss
of
life
and
jitters.
Miss
Stout
sat
down
on
a
if
J O H N FLEEGER
Exchange Editor gigolo bureau, but her initials are , Dr. Robert W. Burns, minister 22, from 7:30 to 9:30 at the asships on both sides has been large chair that wasn't there, Mr. Gregg ,1
L. C , and rumor has it she is a of the Feachtree Christian Church tronomy observatory. Students too large to make war seem desir- dropped his whiskey bottle four j[
ESTABLISHED I N 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
are asked to come after fraterniUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many Phi Mu . . . If they have decided to in Atlanta, Georgia, spoke a t morn- ty meetings. The full moon and
lines too soon. There was a gratui- gg
ing
meditation
Sunday,
April
14.
make
it
up
after
all,
they're
prob
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
tous bit of on-stage prompting. ^
The subject of his sermon was Venus will be studied.
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, ably Aldine Baker and Corky, or
The battle now going on will be Yet the performance as a whole ^
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be maybe our myopia is getting worse taken from Isaiah, and on the wisall important in deciding the out showed capable directing and pre- p
found ufon investigation to be amsng the extraordinary qualities of . . . if the chivalry of the Old South dom of this book, he based his text,
^
come of the war and the position cise timing.
is not dead, we're betting that it's — a plea for spiritual maturity. Dr.
the Sandsfur.
of the United States. We know
We wish we could more strongly ,
LETTERS TO THE
Al Fast . . . If he's contemplating Burns spoke ^i how the confusion
where the sympathies of this coun recommend this play. I t is the only -^
joining the navy, he's not a British- of the world was accountable for
try lie and should England be ser play approaching literary , value ,j
EDITOR
er, he's Frank Grundler . . . If she's through spiritual immaturity. A
iously defeated we would find our- that the players are giving us this (j,,
There are a lot of stories about the Devil. This is one of shouting French sentences all over man may be physically and intellecselves right on tho brink of war. year. It employs the southenu r.'* .,
the few true ones.
the H'shoe, she's hardly Simone dit- tually "his age," and yet a child in To the Editor of The Sandspur:
We must howcTor not allow our of Rollina, a group with a ^'^
The Devil and a friend of his were standing on the corner to, she's Mimi Graves . . . and if the light of religion.
In his letter to The Sandspur last feelings to force us into the strug- sense of the theatre: it makes
of 42nd Street and Broadway, inspecting their handiwork.
they are one of the nicest couples
The choir sang "God Be on Myweek Professor Pierce did me an gle. War is horrible; its effects
of a Rollins natural resoui
"There's a fellow," said the friend to the Devil, ''who's you know, they're not Vivian Leigh Head" by Davies. The student read- unwitting injustice. Although it our economic conditions are only Couldn't the players do another folk --^
going to put you out of business. He's got an idea that'll and Lawrence Oliver . . . but Chip ers were the following: Gayner Dav- bore my name, the review which ap- too well-known; its destruction
play next year? Couldn't they do a ^
Chisholm and Ruth Schoneman . . . is, Toy Skinner, Edwin Waite, and peared in an Orlando paper was on- the strongest, most able-bodied n
make over the world."
comedy — and perhaps write it ^
The Devil looked at the man his friend had pointed out and if he's a t last found his match Donald Riddle.
ly in part written by me. Some- in the land we saw the last time."
themselves?
'i
in wit . . . he could be Rod MacArand smiled.
Rabbi Zielonka, of Tampa, will one took a lengthy review which I want to stay out of the war and
Oh yes. The winter-dweDera of ^
"Oh, I wouldn't worry about him," he said, flicking the thur, but really he's Boyd France, speak on "The Meaning of Labels" did write, selected a few phrases, can. But I would advise Presidi
Winter
Park
gave
their
usual
viva-j.
ashes from his cigar with the tip of his tail, "I'll just get him who has Faith that Illava is best for next Sunday.
and wrote an entirely new review. Roosevelt to refrain from uttering
cious performance. The cougliii;;
him . . . if she did a portrait of Jento organize."
Fortunately, I had preserved my remarks concerning the actions of
sometimes now in musical harnn'
That's the way it is. Every time another human being lets elle that is one of the best likerough draft, and having retrieved any belligerent, such as he did SatIf
it's
got
quite
a
few
choice
lines
was timed to distract the maxim
himself be organized — sidesteps his real, and only responsi- nesses we've seen, she's not Bob
that even the Hay's office can't it from Mr. Allen to whom I sent urday when he issued a form: from each scene. The sharp in-ta;^. .,
bihty—there's a big celebration down in Hell, or someplace. Burns in feminine rig, she's Carl
it
as
soon
as
I
saw
the
hash
pubstatement condemning Germany' of breath at each "damn" or "hell" ,^
censor, it's the forthcoming producSatan, Mars, Nemesis, Orpheochos, Zo4ac and all the rest Good . . . if she sunburns in spots,
tion of "Two Noble Kinsmen" by lished in the Reporter-Star, I offer invasion of the Scandinavian nji was almost spontaneous. Though ^
who toil for the downfall of the human race have a big laugh she's not a freckle-getter, she's
Will Shakespeare, assisted and it to The Sandspur in the hope that tions. Of course he is right and all one or two men are overacting their
Flora
Harris
.
.
.
if
he
has
a
Quasiand drink a toast to the speedy destruction of mankind.
abetted by Charles Steel and histhey may find it worth publishing. of us concur in his condemnation, roles as elderly eccentrics, it is still \>
What we're saying is, organizations, of any and every modo complex, he's hardly Charles class . . . If she's a woman of mys- If I were writing a review now, I but as president of the country
clear to anyone who goes to the j,
variety, are bad. In fact, they are mainly responsible for the Laughton . . . he's Jeff Kennedy . . . tery (self-admitted) she's not a should give some praise to Freeland he has to refrain from making h:
Annie Russell Theatre "in the sea- \
If
he
likes
Sattidy
morning
classes,
world's troubles. Righ up from the "clubs" formed by kinmodern Mati Hari, she's Doris Kohl Babcock, whom I ignored in this opinions public.
son" that what happens on tho .j
consideration,
and
I
should
certaindergarten kids for the sole purpose of excluding some other
. . . If they're having trouble about
stage is very small potatoes beside ^
As
to
the
outcome
of
the
present
few of the adjecti
kid, thru the Lions and the Elks and the Asses, fraternities
a freak, and his name is Jack the same man, they could be any; ly omit
conflict, we shall have to wait until what goes i
the audience.
and women's uplift societies, organizations for peace and Keller . . . and if he has a perfect
Really, I ought to take Freshman one side begs for peace. I have disworld betterment, up to a colossal organization like Hitler's; aversion to "Oh, Johnny," you'd two people you could name, but
case they happen to be Claud
English from myself.
cussed with a great many peopli
they are all bad. There never has been an organization that think it would be Johnny Gross, but
Wilson and Betty Miller . . . and
I wish, moreover, to correct one what should be done to the German
amounted to a hill of beans. There never will be one. It is
Johnny Nicholson, so help us! she gets them before Vogue ev
point in Harry's letter. He puts should the Allies be victorious
intrinsic in the nature of organizations to go the wrong way:
. If she had stage fright for
a Utopia based on such super organization that the sacred, the''first time in her life today, it hears of them, she's Janet Jones words in my mouth, makes me say again. I am sorry to say that many
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
th her inevitable fashion . . . L what a lot of people think I have are of the opinion that Germany
confused, weak individuals in it just can't do anything very
I't Cornell, no, it wasn't even
s going to be the second week said. I have not said a t any time, should be dealt with more harshly
wrong isn't our idea of a good place.
Ethel Barrymore . . . it was Deede
d in May, we hope, it's the Inde- nor do I believe that an audience than a t Versailles. I deplore even with a handkerchief.
When the^,
What the world needs is a few people who trust and dare in her lecture-recital! . . . If she pendent beach party . . . If, when it should be "instructed" rather than
the suggestion of such a thing. We handkerchief was removed, after,j
act on their own instincts and impulses. A few people who seems to be awfully attracted to gets in your eyes like a song from "entertained". I sincerely believe
must remember that in the some magic phrases, two small,
realize that the great majority of the human race is made of Bob Whiston, she's Sally Herman, Roberta, it's usually smoke from the opposite. Art is not propa'\fk
Great War, as in all wars, we fish were swimming around
the right stuff, although they spend most of their energy con- and she's not, from all we've heard, Mr, Wattles' pipe . . . and if sh(
ganda.
are not fighting the people but clear solution. This made up for
cealing the fact. Organizations stamp out such people as the only one! . . . If she definitely really scream-lined, it's not a sound
«inj
Yours faithfully, and just a trifle the form of government. To at-his previous errors.
fast as they crop up. As soon as we are old enough to do ought to go on the stage and step effects machine, it's that vocal a(
tempt to destroy Germany as a
pompously,
Fourth and last on the program "''
anything, we are told to do as we are told. We are taught into Bea Lillie's brogans . . . it could robat, Jane Russell . . . and if she
united nation would lead to exploit- was Frank Bowes who made ser- "°
CHARLES STEEL
to be like us. The result is a little confusing, to say the least. only be Fran Perrottet . . .If she's as Demure as Dinsmore, she's not
ation of the German people and her pents appear by lighting pieces of ^
Later on in clubs and fraternities we are urged to be "good fallen into the *'bang" class, too, that little Shirley Temple, she'
April 13, 1940 resources as well as leaving the way T-don't-know-whats. Frank end- ***
sports", which means disregard your own instinctive judgjust Toy Skinner in disguise that little Nancy Locke . . . If shi To the Editor:
open to another Hitler. You caned the show by making fluorescent M.
ments so the organization can run smoothly. We are taught
. and if she has one of the best doesn't cry, she just clouds up, she'
The recent death of Dr. Richard not destroy nationalistic feeling light which shone beautifully when ""'^i
t h a t to act on our own impulses is wrong; we must wait until tans out this spring, she's not Dot- probably Barbara Brock . . . and i
merely by partitioning a country. the room was darkened. Everyone ^,
some group discusses and votes on something before it is all ty Lamour, she's Kim Tilghman . . . you all don't go to the Fiesta Friday Burton is not only a great loss to
his
wife, to Rollins College, to the We must also remember that the then left choking and coughing, but
right to do it. We are taught that those who somehow get If she wears a very sombre face eve, you will not only be shirking
Germans have given much to civili- well satisfied by a well-conducted Kfi]
themselves elected to high places in national organization are hen she's skipping the light fan- your Duty, suhs, but you will be community, but also to the literary
zation as a people as well as indi- scientific presentation.
incapable of wrong and they, in turn, have been taught that tastic, she's not young squaw missing a helluva good time . . . If world a t large.
viduals. No, the way to treat a de- In the chemistry lab many i n t e r - ^
Students
who
enjoyed
the
opthe only wrong they can do is to act the way they feel they Stoney Face, she's Daphne Takach
s most of the time trying to get portunity of attending Dr. Burton's feated nation is not to dismember esting experiments were displayed, "
should. In short, we are taught not to be ourselves, which doing some folk-dancing . . . If he
smile down to fit her face, she's classes will never forget his whole- it or antagonize it, but to treat it as namely, the nose testing machine,
is the only thing we should be. You don't ask who a person is almost walked into a high volta flash-light battery, she's some, friendly, and understanding an equal and endeavor to give it a preparation of ether, many otherg
anymore, you ask what he is (of what group).
machine a t the Science open young Janet Sorenson . . . If the attitude and personality. His guid- good form of government and help
including the apparatus on display,]
Right there is the greatest tragedy. War is the most house, he wasn't trying to commit
jook is always too loud, it's the Var- ing spirit will always be remem- maintain that government not by The Bology Department attraceasily perceived outcome of super organization, but the pitiide, he was Pinky McNeill . . . sity . . . but if the service is good, bered and revered by all who ever force or occupation of the land but ted and entertained visitors graable state of individual human relations is worse than any If her favorite haunt is the art
by co-operation with it. We, theciously. Miss Shor and her stu-.
the same place . . . If newspaper knew him for any time a t all.
war. Organization is, again, directly responsible. Throw a studio, she could be any one of three
United States, can do more to as- dents conducted their program well-:
peepul get together, then bring a
I was disappointed that the Sandlot of good apples into a barrel, says the backwoods' philoso- or four . . . take your pick. . . .
lot of other good bull-ers in, it's not spur printed only a short memorial sure a fair peace by remaining neu- Rudi Toch had charge of the micropher, and they soon rot.
Gene Vandewater, Bitty Cummins, just conversation, it's news for this on his passing. The facts for a tral and stepping in at the confer- scopes and demonstrated the ear
There's another story about three modern men falling out Paddie Moodie, or Virginia Winther
last Dust column . . . if she has the complete obituary were within easy ence to force a decent settlement of and skull. Bill Harms explained,
of an airplane: on the way down they elect a president, secreIf it's worse than an income nicest real butter-top on campus, reach for one of your capable writ- the problems now before us.
about the preserved specimens and '"31
t a r y and treasurer. It doesn't make much difference when tax report, or even census quess a gal whose initials are Janie ers to record for the students and
Here in the United States, a war skeletons. Dick Verigan had charge
they hit. They might better have spent the time getting ac- tions, its making out upper division
Fairchild . . . and, if they're zero's faculty a sound, true, and complete broke out yesterday and will con- of the salt and fresh water a q u a r i a ^
quainted, discussing the unusual view, or the peculiar falling papers . . . and if it's rapidly dedipped in molasses, they're really word picture of this fine gentleman. tinue until the beginning of Octo- and Minter Westfall the living anisensation or any number of pleasant things.
generating into a gossip (horrors!) sweet nothings . . .
To the students and faculty at ber. It is the beginning of the bat- mals and histology. Helen Fluno ^
To sum things up, I think it's time for complete disor- column, it's Footnotes . . . heavens,
ie Weatherman Say: I've GotRollins who worked with Dr. Bur- tle for the World's Championship and Ken Scudder had charge of
ganization.
what will Miss Whitely say . . .
My Ice on You!
ton
— none worked under him —in baseball. The major leagues be- Botany and Wallace MacBriar, bird
(Anyone who suggests a Society for Disorganization will
I extend my sympathy. I trust gan their schedule with the cry of life. Miss Shor demonstrated the
be shot on sight.)
raising money for American scholarships, some of you would that a complete picture of Dr. Bur- the umpire "Play Ball". Many a beating heart of a chicken in emI
have another reason for not giving. Tf they don't have money ton will grace the Sandspur pages fan will cry out bloody murder bryo under a microscope.
he people enjoyed testing their ^
they ought to get jobs. Why should they come to college? soon. His life should certainly pro- against an umpire or a player and
; on the electric quiz board for ^
Does selfishness run rampant on the Rollins campus. We This_ whole business is nothing but charity and should be dis- vide inspiration for a fine and com- a Giant fan will meet a Dodger fan
hope not, but why is it so difficult to raise money for a good continued." True, in some cases scholarships are grossly mis- plete obituary.
with blood in his eyes, but at least birds and flowers and the museum fl
• which Mr. Davis presided.
H
cause here? Is'nt there an impulse to give a little to help used and misnamed, but that is a whole new question to be
he won't pull out a gun and start
Sincerely yours,
lie Physics department seemed "
someone less fortunate than ourselves ?
discussed.
JOHN ELLIOTT CLARK fighting. No matter what the weato
be
the
most
crowded.
Everyone
In the first place, we want to clarify matters. The Rollins
(Editor's Note: The Sandspur ther, spring has arrived when baseThe root of the whole attitude at Rollins is, *T don't want
Refugee Committee is not interested in bringing over more to be bothered." But we can't spend our lives living in as purposely avoided a cold, formal ball enters the scene. What a dif- enjoyed watching John Nicholson
students from abroad. The money we are endeavoring to small or pleasant a space as the boundaries of the Rollins obituary of Dr. Burton's death. Ev- ference for our youth from that of displaying electricity with the Tess- op
?oil, Dick Verigan's X-rays, and ^
collect is to keep students already here in college for another campus. Most of us will have to come face to face with reah- ery daily newspaper contained such the European. Here we sit watchDud MacGowan's pulsating mer- / ^
year — fine, forthwhile students. If you don't know them, ties at some time during our lives.
a story. We feel that the dignity ing the masters of their business
cury
heart. Probably the most in- ^'•
as some of you have said, you ought to take time out to
We don't ask for any staggering amount. One dollar from and beauty of his life were better battle it out with bats and balls,
teresting
mechanism
presented K
become acquainted.
each of the students, staff, and faculty would provide a reflected through the editorial page while we yell for our favorite. And
In the second place, some people have advanced the argu- scholarship and spending money for a year for one student. than through a front page news if a plane happens to pass overhead I besides a great deal of other appa- ^
ratus, was the oscillograph in which
ment that they would rather help American students. In
Besides, if you have never done anything for anybody, story with its accompanying head- we either pay no attention to it or
most cases this is merely a policy of evasion. If we were try it, and see what a satisfying feeling you get.
idly look up a t it.
| people could see their own voices. 'L
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Time For Disorganization — by R. R.

Science Open House Vn
Draws Large Crowd "^

Selfishness Runs Rampant — by A. B.
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^ Coeds go to AllState Play Day at
Stetson Saturday

SANDSPUR

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

SPORTS

NOTICE
A course in Senior Lifesaving
will be conducted in the spring term
The All-State Play Day was the
pollins Wins Golf, Second In by Julian Mawhinney. All those
big news of this week. RepresenBasketball,
Second
and interested should be down at the
tatives from St. Petersburg Jun
Third in Archery
lakefront by the boathouse on MonCollege, Florida Southern, Tampa
day afternoon from 4 to 6 o'clock,
University, University of Miami
Florida State College for Women
(• athletic Rollins co-eds trav- and the time for classes will be arStetson University and Rollins, all
p to DeLand Saturday, April ranged so they will be most conparticipate in the All College venient to all.
Daugherty Pitches E ntire met at Stetson to compete in Golf,
Play Day which was held this
Game, Backed Up By Good Tennis, Basketball, Archery, Volleyball, Badminton and Riding.
.iL Stetson.
Fielding of Teammates
Rollins placed second in the 1
colleges represented this
ketball tournament, took second
were: St. Petersburg Junior
Rollins College defeated the Uni- and third places in the Archery,
s:e, Florida Southern, Tampa
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
versity of Florida 6-5 in the open- into no Golf competition and got
:-rsity. University of Miami,
florida State College for Women,
ing game of their two-game home through the second rounds in TenStetson and Rollins.
and Badminton.
plecart, he switched them back to stand Tuesday April 9, at HarperShepard Field, coming up with two , On Wednesday, the 17th at 4
"' IS was the third annual All- where they started from.
qtnte Play Day, but the first in
As a result of this the Tars will sparkling plays in the ninth to o'clock, Deedee Hoenig and the
Modern Dance group will give a
Rollins has taken part. We send a shaky but longer-stroking squelch -a final Florida burst.
:iat each year has brought a eight against the Ohioans. Just
Bill Daugherty, senstaional Tar program at Annie Russell Theatre
and better Play Day, and what stroke, long or short, slow or right-hander, who went the route All Physical Education classes will
]»• that it will be possible to fast, the Tars will row on Friday against the Gators, and First Base be excused to attend this performlis meet here at Rollins next will have to be determined on Fri1 June Lingerfelt turned in slick ance. The program will include a
o we will have the chance to day.
fielding plays in succession, after short lecture "Meaning of Modern
it the best one yet!
Inspite of the shakeup in the mid- Bobby Johnson had opened the Dance in Rollins Physical Educaon did itself proud in the dle of the week, both crews look the
th with a single to thwart the tion," a demonstration of Fundamental Exercises, and explanation
aliens. The visiting co-eds nicest so far this season and the Florida uprising.
themselves surrounded by j shifting seems to have done the
Daugherty's diving catch of of the technique, group dances:
• fr
the minute they entered j jayvees more good than harm.
Moore's bunt, intended to sacrifice Song of the Bayou, and Negro SpirUetson Gym, Their favorite
The boatings for the crews for Johnson to second and into scoring itual and three dances by Deedee
Hoenig: Gymnosedia, Ziguener,
titles were scattered all over Friday's race is as follows:
position, and Lingerfelt's one-hand
Night Must Fall. Members of the
the walls, and musical notes and Marietta Varsity
ed stab of a bounder towards first
group are: Aldine Baker, Sally
scores were serving as everything
Seigfried—Bow
that was good enough to double
Hammond, Charlotte Stout, Faith
from name tags to scoreboards
Morrin (Cap) -~2
Johnson at second for the second Illava, Pat Pritchard, Jean Domiathletes arrived, they
Howell—-3
out, put a quietus on Florida's fin- nick, Priscilla Parker, Anne Neprud,
registered in the gym, donned the
Oyster—4
al scoring effort.
Alice Newcomer and Sherry Gregg.
lame tags, and then met togetht
Jury—5
The classy fielding in the ninth
Last Wednesday found folk dancfew folk songs before the
L. Noland—7
by Jack McDowall's Tar nine offing in full sway on the Annie Rusfames began.
Meister—Stroke
set their slip-shod work in the sixth,
sell stage. Mrs. Rae's group was
During the rest of the morning,
H Noland—Cox
when Florida scored four runs off
indeed interesting to watch. Memoumaments were run off in th( Marietta J. V.
one hit, one error, two misplays and
bers of the group are: Betty Yokel,
, jllowing sports: golf, tennis, has
Rukenstein—Bow
two walks. Only one of the four
Erika Heyder, Sylvia Haimowitz,
* :etball, archery, volleyball, badmin
Plum mer—2
runs were scored as earned mark- Daphne Takach, Lois Weidner and
n and riding.
Conner—3
Rollins started off its runmaking Marion Russ.
Representing Rollins in golf were
Brokow—4
in the second, when Buddy Bryson
Following the dance exhibition,
»y McDonough and Virginia
Sam mons—5
parked a triple over center fielder
the Gunn Brothets contributed to
tiith; in tennis: Ruth Eaton, BarStagg—6
Ricks' head with Bouton on base; the program their own original pilara Bryant, Toy Skinner and BitConnoly—7
Bryson scored on an infield out by ano compositions; Lynn Leonard
f Cummin; in basketball: Marcis
Campbell—Stroke
Daugherty, the next batter to face gave a smooth tap solo; and George
Itoddard, Sally McCaslin, Polly
Foy—Cox
John Glowers.
Ehrlich and Jim Lease added the
oung. Sis Young, Dot Hugli, Elsa Rollins Varsity
The Tars added one more run in note of comedy with their skit on
ensen and Toy Skinner; in archPitman—Bow
the third and put on a final three- Columbus.
!ry: Irma Achenbach, Mary TrenYard—2
The Intramural points to date,
Margo Colvin and Jane Coates;
run scoring burst in the fifth, when
Giantonio—3
olleyball: Betty Winton, Laura
they meshed three hits, two of them including Basketball, Hockey, Golf,
Tolson^
Tennis,
Folk dancing, Crew and
Riple Pat Guillow, Jayne Rittenscratch hits, with one walk to push
Clanton—5
Fencing stands as follows:
the runs across the plate.
Harmon—6
•. Rachel Harris, Bert Schle1. Independents
320
Daugherty,
through
seven
inl)()t Hugli and Polly Young;
H,
265
nings, had elbowed his way along 2. Theta
dminton: Bitty Cummin, Bert
(Cap) Ogilvie—Stroke
:
187
with a steady three-hit brand of 3. Gamma Phi
ival and Lynn Leonard.
Weinberg—Cox
172
ball. He was reached for two hits 4. Pi Phi
ttr luncheon, the representa- Rollins J. V.
5. Phi Mu 125
in both the eighth and the ninth.
of all the colleges gathered
Bond—Bow
6.
Kappa
87
LINE UP
I in the gymnasium to enjoy a
Waddell—2
60
1'ss strenuous fun in the form
Sedlmayr—3
Rollins
AB R H PO 7. Alpha Phi
8.
Chi
Omega
55
V it s. Following the musical Harris—4
Hardman, cf
4
0 2 2

Tar Baseball Team
Defeats Florida
Gators in Ninth

Rollins Crews Race
Marietta, Friday

each school imitated a popular
l>and. Rollins was assigned
y CJoodman, but he was thrown
n preference to Ginger Rogers.
The floor was Lynn Leonard's and
she did us proud. After the skits,
the finals were played off in basketball and volleyball.
! final scores were coljcted, Rollins came out second in
lie Basketball; Irma Achenbach
id Mary Trendle took second and
lird places respectively in archy; Kay McDonough and Virginia
Imith were unchallenged and autoatically placed first in golf.
After the competition was over,
e visitors enjoyed swimming and
tanoeing at DeLeon Springs, picnic
supper, cam pf ire and a hayride.
kshop plays at Stetson's Little
Theatre completed the big day.

Grundler—5
Nixon—6
Ray—7
(Cap) Hickok—Stroke
Ely—Cox

Phi Delts Have Steak Roast

Gauding, 3b
Lingerfelt, lb
Brankert, c
Justice, 2b
Bouton, rf
Jones, ss _,:
Bryson, If
Daugherty, p

Sale of Stationery at
REDUCED PRICES

0 0
0
1
1 0
1 0
1 1
1 2
2
1
0
0

0
9
9
0
0
3
3
1

The Phi Delts entertained their
dates with a steak roast in the de• drinking contests, provided enserted precincts of Palm Springs,
Saturday evening, April 13. Bar- tertainment for the group. The
•ian customs in steak-eating pre- weather was very cold!
led until someone remembered a
few important points in regard to
ooking; after which the group behaved in a more civilized fashion
for the duration of the evening.
Singing, led by Johnny Giantonio
QUALITY FOODS
;d the inimitable Jeanne Dominick, Phone 520
Park Ave.
interrupted from time to time by

HOUGH'S .
FOOD SHOP

AMERICAN
Drycleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Sam Hardman
Joe Justice

Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializins in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord AT*.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

Davis Office Supply
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5113

WASHING, POLISHING. SIMONIZING
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

•
BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE

REPRINTS 69c t« $2.39

E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Part

THE BOOKERY
Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

E. Park Ave.

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents

o<:-&WL
TA7l,OR

I

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

SPRING SUITS FOR THE GRADUATES!
td tailored to order fo jour Individual Style, $15
Hand-cut
and up. - "Strictly hand-made" $50 and up

Imported and Domestic Materials
Originally "PETE THE TAILOR"
48 West Central

We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
' Phone 413

I

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SE4LTEST ICE CREAM
April Special

Coffee
Praliene

minute of the final gong. Two
field goals and a free throw turned
the tally in the Tarlets favor as
eir guard returned to the floor
id Purcell was able to sink only
le more bucket.
Stoddard, Jensen, Johnson, and
G. Young played splendidly at
guard positions. While Purcell had
three players expelled from the
game on fouls, Sis Young was the
only Rollins victim of the rules
n she fouled out during the
first half. Sally McCaslin led in
discharging the forward duties tallying 21 points; and she was ably
assisted by Hogan, Hugli, and Sturgis.
Headline of the Week: Harvard
Ape Man to Speak Thursday. (William & Mary Flat Hat).

Calling tJLll
College ijius
a
W h a t e v e r the reason for your
c o m i n g lo New York, t h e r e
a r e m a n y reasons why you
should m a k e T h e Barbizon
your r e s i d e n c e . Daily, it offers the refinement a n d r e c r e a t i o n to w h i c h y o u a r e
accustomed. M u s i c a l e s . . . a r t
lectures . . . d r a m a t i c s . . . a
fine library . . . swimming
p o o l . . . sun d e c k . . . sguash
courts. Live in T h e Barbizon
M a n n e r , a n d enjoy all cultural a n d physical activities
that a d d zest a n d joy to life.
7 0 0 rooms, each with a radio
Tariff: from $2.50 per day
from $12 per week

This is the season for

SLACK

SUITS

COLONY
WEEK BEGINNING APRIL 18
Thursday and Friday
This Year's Unusual Picture . . .
In beautiful Technicolor . . . Normal human beings shrunk to tiny
people.
"DR. CYCLOPS"
wth Albert Dekker
Extra PETE SMITH
"What's Your L Q."

Cool, easy fitting slack
suits make for greater comfort as the warm weather
approaches.
Hop-sacking,
breather
cloth and fine rayon suitings are among the materials we are showing. Various shades of tan, green or
blue.

Saturday - Sunday and Monday
The shadow of a remembered
woman . . . came between their
lips
Daphne Du Maurier's
"REBECCA"
with
Laurence Olivier
Joan Fontaine
Extra "March of Time"
Tuesday and Wednesday
BIG DOUBLE PROGRAM
A SHOW OF SHOWS and what
a double progi'am

"HOUSE OF SEVEN GABLES"
also
"BLACK FRIDAY"
Starring Bela Lugosi
and Boris Karloff

Priced from $2.95 to $7.95
lis is the time of year for a
goodly portion of the women folks
to buy white and say, "I do, I do, I
And while they're about i t . . .
are a few "I do's" that we, the
free and foot-loose gals, had best
take unto ourselves.
I do, I do want to be slim this
summer . . . give up those desserts
. . . roll over and over . . . or walk
many miles. Choose your own
method, but, "Oh Promise Me" to
have a little waist and slick, boylike hips. There is no getting away
from it . . . it's the season's silhouette.
I will adore a pocketbook, belt
and compact that are made to go
"th each other. This blithe trio
fashioned of "sac-de-perle",
which is a new term for your vocabulary. The special feature of
this DuPont product is that, all you
have to do to make it look like
is wipe it off with a damp cloth.
The compact of the set is big and
round and flat and white. The top
is hand-painted with oils in a beau
tiful floral design. The 'specially
tricky belts are made of two parts
held together by buckles. They ii
turn are hand-painted to match thi
set. As for the bag . . . you have
your choice of four styles with
simply gorgeous hand-painted designs trailing all over. This set is
so clever that it would stop a bride
on her way down the aisle to inquire
where it was to be found.
Every lost one of us will nod
"How 'do" to cotton chenille sweaters. Helen Harper has a new collection of intense pastel cardigans
that will do "Honor" to any occasion (be he short or tall).
"Obey" the call to see the Breezer
. . . that bright awnings striped, hiplength jacket that goes everywhere,
every time. The Breezer is simply
grand as a top to a skirt, a coverall with your swim suit or the extra
jacket you need as you ride along
in his new car these heady spring
nights.
Remember now, it's "I do" to a
slim silhouette, to matched accessories and to cotton clothes 'round
the clock.

RAY

R.C. BAKER

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400
100 Park Av<

THURSDAY - FRIDAY
IN TECHNICOLOR

ALBERT DEKKER — JANICE LOGANTHOMAS COLEY — CHARLES HALTON

COMING SATURDAY THRU MONDAY

TIW

Try It
Phone '

INTRAMURAL DIAMONDBALL SCHEDULE — 1940

First Half
Wed. Apr. 17 4:30—Faculty vs
Phi Delta Theta
Fri. Apr. 19 4:00—Sigma Nu vs.
Phi Delta Theta
The Rollins College
ketball squad captured the Orlando Fri. Apr. 19 5:00—Independents
vs. Phi Delta Theta
League Championship last Thursday evening at the armory from the Tues. Apr. 23 4:00—Sigma Nu
vs. X Club
Purcell Independents in a thrilling
seesaw battle ending in a score of Tues. Apr. 23 5:00—Independents vs. Phi Delta Theta
53-51. It was the most closely
contested fray of the league season. Wed. Apr. 24 4:00—Faculty vs.
X Club
Purcell set a terrific pace during
the first quarter rolling up 12 points Fri. Apr. 26 4:00—Lambda Chi
Alpha vs. Phi Delta Theta
to Rollins* 2, both of which were
scored on free throws. In the sec- Fri. Apr. 26 5:00—X Club vs.
Kappa Alpha
ond quarter, the Tarlet defense
tightened to hold their opponents Tues. Apr. 30 4:00—Kappa Alpha vs. Lambda Chi Alpha
to 14 tallies; while the offensive re-;
juvenated by close-in passing to Tues. Apr. 30 5:00—Independbreak through the zone guarding,;
ents vs. Sigma Nu
and greater accuracy in shots yield- Wed. May 1 4:30—Faculty v*.
ed 19 points to threaten Purcell's
Independents
lead of 26 to 21 at the halfway Fri. May 3 4:00—Phi Delta Thewhistle.
ta vs. Kappa Alpha
From the middle of the third Fri. May 3 5:00—Independents
vs. Sigma Nu.
quarter when the score was tied
up at 33, the seesawing in leader- Tues. May 7 4:00—Kappa Alpha
vs. Sigma Nu
ship continued to the very last minute of play. The third canto was Tues. May 7 5:00—Independents
vs. Kappa Alpha
featured by the fouling out of two
of Purcell's guards which left them Wed. May 8 4:30—Faculty vs.
Lambda Chi Alpha
with only five players. In good
spirit Arax Ehramjian removed one Fri. May 10 4:00—Sigma Nu vs.
of the Rollins guards and kept her
Lambda Chi Alpha
out until the last few minutes of
the game. The period ended with
Kappas Pledge VanSchoiack
the score tied at 41.
Delta Epsilon chapter of Kappa
At the start of the fourth quarter the blue and gold co-eds spurted Kappa Gamma wishes to announce
to a two goal lead. It soon evap- the pledging of Patricia Van Schoiorated as the Purcell team crept ack, of St. Louis, Missouri, on Wedback to a one point edge within a nesday, April 10.

Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

Launderers

THREE

Basketball
Team
Defeats
Purcell in Close Game

ANDY'S GARAGE

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

Royal Typewriters

Rollins Press Store

3
5
4
3
4
4
4
4

Rolling Co-eds Win
League Championship

Dickson-Ives

" R E B E C C A "

L a u r ^ c e Olivier
Joan Fontaine

WINTER PARK • P H O N E

^50

ROLLINS

FOUR

Recital of Modern
Dance is Presented
In Theatre^Today
Deedee Hoenig Gives Three
Solos at Annie Russell in
Experimental Program
A recital of modern dance, featuring Deedee Hoenig, will be presented at 4 o'clocli today in the
Annie Eussell Theatre by the Women's Physical Education Department. The recital, with both solo
and class dancing, will be informal,
entirely in the nature of a laboratory experiment.
Deedee will open the program
with an explanatory discussion of
the' aims and history of modern
dancing and how these principles
are applied to work in class to aid
in the development of poise, grace,
and health. There will be demonstrations of body building and coordination exercises by Deedee and
the other girls in the class.
The girls will wear their gym
costumes, and every effort will be
made to have the recital typical of
a regular class.
First will come a group number
entitled "Song of the Bayou." Following that will come three solos by
Deedee, of varied style, covering a
wide range of material. The accompaniment will be special musical recordings. The first will be
"Gymnopedie" a modern adaptation of the ancient Grecian Temple
Dance at Delphi, a religious dance
carrying through the theme and
ideas of the original. Next will be
"Zigeuner", something resembling
a gypsy waltz. Third will be a
modern Bolero Rhumba to the mi
sic of "Night Must Fall." Th
will probably be the most populs
number on the program, as all the
college students who have seen
Deedee dance will realize.
The program will follow the system of Miss Sara Mildred Strauss
leading American modern dance exponent, under whom Deedee has
studied. The whole program, open
to the public, should be most
structive to all those who have any
interest whatsoever in modern
dancing.

Sale of Art to Be
Feature of Fiesta
Artists Asked to Submit Work
For Strong Hall Exhibition
As a feature of the annual Rollins Fiesta, this year there will be
an exhibition and sale of a r t in thi
cloistered patio of Strong Hall, thi
newest — and one of the finest —
of the College dormitories. Tea
will be served, and the exhibition
will probably function as a quiet
treat from the Fiesta proper which
will concentrate along the waterfront.
It is generally known that the
Fiesta proceeds are traditionally
turned over to some branch of thi
College — perhaps the Studio this
year — and for this reason those
who come are prepared to spend;
moderately.
Some neighboring artists are donoting work for exhibition and sale
on this occasion; others are offering work to be sold on a com]
sion basis. Any saleable material
is welcome. It should be delivered
on or before April 17 to the Rollins
Studio or the Newman Art School,
30 East Church Street, Orlando.

Notice
Applications for the various
editorial and business positions
on the Rollins Publications may
be submitted up until tomorrow
afternoon at five o'clock. This
extension of the original deadline was necessitated by the scarcity of applications. As yet, no
one has applied for the business
managership of the Tomokan
and in most cases only one person has put in an application for
the other positions. Requirements for the positions are given
in the "R" book in the Publication Union's Constitution.

Music Society is
Offering $720 as
Prize in Contest
Musical Play, Revue, Opera,
A r e 411 A c c e p t e d M e d i a F o r j
Award Competition
j
Professor S. Stephenson Smith,
educational counselor for the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, spoke to a combined group of seventy-five drama,
music and general college students
Monday in the Laboratory Theatre
at Rollins College. Urging a stimulation of interest in a new field
of playwriting, that of the "musical play". Professor Smith announced the establishment of the
Ascap Fellowship Competition.
According to his announcement,
competition for the prize of $720
for the winning "musical play" is
open to any one in this region. Students intending to compete may
consider an original musical play,
musical comedy, opera, light opera,
operetta or musical revue.
The country has been divided into eight regions for this contest, in
each of which the $720 prize will be
awarded annually. Students intending to compete are required to file
advance notice with their faculty,
giving details of their proposed
work. To qualify for consideration
the work must reach a legitimate
production before an audience of at
least 200. The deadline is May 1st.
Urging competitors to be original, Mr. Smith pointed to the
wealth of America's traditions and
native lore as posible sources of
comedy and tragedy, and counsels
thorough research to make credible
characters. The element of practicality is stressed with a view to ultimate commercialization on stage
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Ely Haimowitz Gives Kappa Open House Is
Students May Elect
Senior Recital Held Menace to Peace
Officers of Council j
A movement is on foot to bring
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
Rollins elections for Student Council officers within the interest of
everyone. Heretofore, the campus j ally he presented Chopin's familiar
a whole has been ignorant to an | Polonaise, Op. 53, i n ' A major; it
tounding degree as to the method was professionally done, its last
of electing the three highest offiers. In the past this election has note being covered by a tremendous
)een conducted behind the all-too- blanket of applause from a more
losed doors of the Council.
than appreciative audience.
Monday night the members of
Proving especially obliging, Mr.
the Council voted to lay upon the Haimowitz with the poise and stage
e, pending ratification by the presence of an experienced concert
groups, the following amendment artist presented three encores which
to the constitution:
we enjoyed as much as the program
The chairman, vice-chairman, itself. The first was the light, roland secretary of the Student Coun- licking "Butterfly." The second,
1 shall be separately elected from which we personally enjoyed more
le regular members of the in- than any other number of the evecoming Student Council, by a ma- ning, was Liszt's colorful Hungarian Rhapsody. And the third was
jority vote of the Student Body.
The present plan will abolish the a Scriabin Nocturne for the left
irkness surrounding the election hand. I am sure that if an imagof officers, and will create inter- inary applause-meter had been
in council work through the placed in the Annie Russell Theatre
speeches of the prospective candi- for this season, the audience's apdates and the individual balloting. preciation of these three encores
The Council was generally in favor would have broken all previous
of a noisy political campaign to marks. The remarks of "talented",
stimulate general interest in Stu- "genius", and the highest tribute
of all — "hard worker" — which
dent Council workings.
rovided this amendment passes we overheard following the recital
the Student Council next week, an certainly apply to Ely Haimowitz,
assembly will be called next Thurs- who gave us a truly wonderful eveday, April 24, for the student body ning.
to vote upon it. If it is ratified by
three-fourths of the students present and voting at that assembly, the
elections will be open with individual voting.
The calendar will be as follows:
April 21—Vote by Student Council
to put amendment up before the
student body.
April 24—Ratification of amendment by student body.
April 29—Names of all candidates
presented to outgoing chairman
of Student Council (Dudley Darling)
May 1—Speeches by each candidate
for the three offices to show qualifications and ideas for next
year's Council
May 3—Balloting in Pinehurst conducted by Student Council
May 4—Perhaps we might have an
election dance with the returns
announced. It will be sponsored
by the Gamma Phi's (though they
do not know at this time that they
are doing so.)

Jack Buckwalter, editor of the
Sandspur, declared today that students at Rollins faced a choice of
staying home peaceably or risking
the chance that "the next great open
house, the Kappa Kappa Gamma
Open House, to be held Sunday evening, April 21, at eight o'clock, may
mean entrance into another war".
Buckwalter made clear in his
speech his belief in a policy of military isolation, but stated that he
felt himself in duty bound to attend
the Open House in order that for
the good of the entire student body
he might Ieam what dastardly
deeds were being plotted and perhaps forestall them.
Although the Kappas have promised to be on their best behavior and
lock Pritchard in the closet, no abBolute guarantees have been offered. They have further sworn to
feed the unfortunate souls who venture within the portals of Pugsley
not only with amusement, but with
food prepared by Stout, Sandlin and
Bassett. This news alone should be
enough to put everyone on his
guard.
"^
In parting Buckwalter said
"Come, with firearms, bombs, poison gas if you like, with brave hearts
and trembling knees, with me if you
must, but COME!"

APPLICATIONS FOR UPPER
DIVISION
Now is the last chance this
year to make application for the
Upper Division. All students
who have completed their Lower
Division requirements or who expect to complete them this term
are eligible to become candidates
for the Upper Division. These
students will be eligible to register for Upper Division courses
and places will be held for them
in the classes for which they
register. Those who are eligible
for admission to the Upper Division but who delay application
until next fall will be excluded
from all Upper Division courses.
Students who are doubtful as to
their eligibility are advised to
consult with the Registrar.
It is especially important that
students who expect to graduate
next year make out their Upper
Division plans now in order that
they may be notified of any deficiencies in time to make arrangements to fulfill these if
necessary during the summer.
Papers will be acted upon in
the order in which they are received. AU papers filed by May
1 will be acted upon this term.
The Board does not guarantee
to act on papers filed after
May 1.

Orlando Business Merfi
Are Entertained Hetiir
if

Freshman Players Give Fiftl^
Show of "Happy Journey" ^

Rollins College yesterday playe*-*'
host to a large group of Orlandt^
businessmen in an all-morning invi
tation session. First on the pro-ll]
gram was a one-act play given hjv
the Freshman Players in the .\n
nie Russell Theatre. The play, di
rected by Jack Buckwalter and pr«.,|
sented for the fifth time this yea:'.',
was Thornton Wildcr's "The H a p ^
py Journey to Trenton and Cam
den."
'^^
^ f t e r the play there was a con
ducted tour of the campus by stu'"'
dent guides, showing the buildings ,
grounds, and some of the cln?^ -"
At noon the men were guest>
the college in the Beanery. Athe meal, a short meeting was i., „
at which President Holt was thr^
principal speaker. The purpose o
this Orlando Day was to incrc:is -:
the interest in and the knowlcdi:.
the way Rollins works and its .
tribution to the community.
Midland College faculty membet\
traveled an average of almost 2,001
miles on lecture tours and convtion trips during the last school
mester.

Shirley Bassett Wins
Poster Contest For
Gypsy Fiesta D a y
The Rollins Women's Association held a poster contest open to
all Rollins students to obtain posters to advertise the Fiesta on April
19. The first prize of $5.00 was won
by Shirley Bassett, and the second
prize of $1.00 worth of Fiesta tickets went to Esther Pierce. The
judging committee was composed
of Mrs. Donald S. Allen, chairman,
Miss Chloe Lyle, president of the
Women's Association, Mr. John Rae
and Mr. Loftin Johnson.
Winners of the contests for high
school students were Judy Hudgings of Winter Park, Joy Turner of
the Cherokee Junior High, Orlando,
and Robert Stratton of the Orlando
Senior High School.

CLEARANCE SALE

|

AT

=

AMERICA'S BUSIEST

CIGARETTE

Chesterfield goes to bat with the

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP I

Dinner Honors W. R.
O'Neal's Fifty Years
Service as Trustee
A dinner for Mr. W. R. O'Neal,
celebrating his fifty years of service as a trustee of Rollins College,
was held Friday evening, April 12,
at the College Commons. About
forty people were present. Judge
D. A. Cheney acted, as toastmaster
for the occasion. Speeches of tribute were made by Dr. Holt representing the College, Irving Bacheller representing the Trustees,
Dean Enyart representing the Faculty, F. H. Ward representing the
Alumni and Dudley Darling representing the Student Body.
A beautiful brief case was presented to Mr. O'Neal by Mr. H. W.
Caldwell on behalf of the Trustees.
Mr. O'Neal responded by telling
briefly of the founding and early
history of the College.

SANDSPUR

GREAT REDUCTIONS
BUY NOW AND SAVE
Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

Definitely
Milder
Cooler-Smoking
Better-Tasting

1
M

. . . these are the three good
qualities that every smoker
wants and every smoker gets
in Chesterfield.That's because
Chesterfields are made of the
world's best tobaccos, blended
in the right combination.
You can't buy a better cigarette.

ORLANDO M

BUICK OFFERS
100 Used Cars from which to
make a selection
Priced from $65.00 to $945.00

New

ORANGE-BUICK CO.

JANTZEN

330 N ORANGE AVE.
ORLANDO

Bath Suits

$5.95
Bcautfyform—Lastex—
Satin Lastex and
dressmalier suits

Start to Swim
Now!

THE

You'll enjoy swimming even
more if you take to the
water in one of these flattering new swim suits.
There are models by BVD,
Gantner, Catalina and Sun
Se — all shown exclusively
at Yowell-Drew's in Orlando.
Charming dressmaker styles, maillots and
regular skirt models in a
profusion of colors. Priced
from $3 to $10.

R. F . Leedy

Y-D Sportswear —
Second Floor

$2.50 — $3.98
Klemert Bath Caps

25c to $1.00

COMPANY
Dry Goods*
Ladies* Wear
Hamilton Hotel BIdg.

Yowell-Drew's

CLEARANCE SALE
EARLY SPRING MERCHANDISE

•

New Cottons and Beach Wear
arriving daily.

esterfielc

LOHR-LEA
e 12

East Park Avenue

Today's DEFINITELY MILDER, Cooler-Smoking, Better-Tasting Cigarette

—ORLANDO
Copyright 1940, LIGGETT & MYESS ToBiWXO CO.

